
Welcome!

Important info for today’s session:
1. Slides are available on the event page:

https://militaryfamilieslearningnetwork.org/event/52250/

2. Need tech support? Email us at MilFamLN@gmail.com
(write this down in case you need it later)

3. Select “All Panelists & Attendees” from the drop-down when 
commenting in the chat pod.
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https://militaryfamilieslearningnetwork.org/event/52250/
mailto:MilFamLN@gmail.com


Promoting Successful 
Home-to-School Transitions for 
Military Families with Young 

Children
https://militaryfamilieslearningnetwork.org/event/52250/
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https://militaryfamilieslearningnetwork.org/event/52250/


Connecting military family service providers 
and Cooperative Extension professionals to 

research and to each other through engaging 
online learning opportunities

https://militaryfamilieslearningnetwork.org

This material is based upon work supported by the National Institute of Food and Agriculture, U.S. Department of Agriculture, and the 
Office of Military Family Readiness Policy, U.S. Department of Defense under Award Numbers 2015-48770-24368 and 2019-48770-30366.
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https://militaryfamilieslearningnetwork.org/event/22036/


Today’s Presenters
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Mitzi Ziegner, M.Ed.
Associate Chairperson, Director, GPIDEA Early Childhood 
Online Program
Human Development and Family Studies

Gayle Luze, Ph.D.
Associate Professor, Department Director of 

Undergraduate Education
Human Development and Family Studies



LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Identify important transitions that exist for children birth to age 8

2. Describe how transitions can influence young children’s socioemotional and cognitive development

3. Identify and articulate the benefit of strategies for promoting positive home-to-school/school-to-school 
transitions for young children

4. Share group questions and discussion
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TYPES OF TRANSITIONS

Transitions can be big:
¡ Going to school for the first time

¡ Moving from one classroom to another

¡ Moving from one school to another

¡ Moving to a new city

Transitions can be small:
¡ Moving from home to school each day

¡ Going from home schedule on weekends to school schedule on weekdays

¡ Moving from one school activity to another

All transitions are important and may affect children differently

Photo by mohammed_hassan/Pixabay CC0
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HOW TRANSITIONS AFFECT CHILDREN’S SOCIOEMOTIONAL 
AND COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

Relationships are key to healthy development
¡ Trusting relationships with family and other caregivers allow children 

to explore and grow

¡ In new situations children need comfort and guidance from adults

¡ Children need to develop positive relationships with other children 

¡ Positive adjustments to new school environment have been shown to 
improve positive interactions and ability to resolve social conflicts
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IMPACT OF STRESS

When children feel stressed 
§ brain begins to flood with chemicals 

§ chemicals often cause a lack of focus and blocks any way of higher-thinking

§ experience fewer coping strategies and they may resort to misbehaving to cope or gain attention 

§ in a learning program not developmentally appropriate for their age and stage, they can experience 
additional stress

Children learn better and are more engaged when 
§ the environment feels comfortable and emotionally safe and is based on choices that make them feel empowered

§ there are appropriate adult child relationships which help children cope with the stress of transitions
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Positive Relationships

“Research has suggested that teacher-child relationships 
play a significant role in influencing young children’s social 

and emotional development.” (Ostrosky & Yung) 

These positive relationships give children a sense of safety 
and allows them to give their attention to other fun 

activities in the classroom. 
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Steps to Creating Positive Relationships:

§ Warm, responsive, physical contact
§ Getting down to the child’s level 
§ Face-to-face friendly interactions
§ Use simple language
§ Speaking in a calm voice
§ Asking open ended questions and listening to the child 
§ Encourage them to listen to others
§ Acknowledge their accomplishments and efforts 
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Families are such a vital part of each child’s success in school. Welcoming family members to
become a part of the school activities shows the children that school is also important to their
family as well. The children also gain security and confidence by seeing their teachers and
caregivers interact. Families also bring uniqueness and diversity in the classroom. Positive home
and school connections can provide opportunities for children interact with people from
different cultures, backgrounds with experiences unique to their own.
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Check out this recent real life example from 
Mrs. Ryan’s kindergarten classroom in the 

Chicago Ridge School District 127.5 
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HOW TRANSITIONS AFFECT CHILDREN’S SOCIOEMOTIONAL 
AND COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

¡ New settings mean children 
need to learn about the 
environment, routines, and the 
people in the new setting

¡ Supporting children’s 
development in the following 
four areas can be helpful in any 
transition

Think P-I-E-S
Physical, Intellectual, Emotional, Social

Photo by annalise-art_hassan/Pixabay CC0
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MEETING PHYSICAL NEEDS

While there are countless examples, our focus today will be on just a few 
specific examples from each of the PIES domains

In times of transition, meeting a child’s physical need for a consistent rest 
routine can be vital to their coping strategies. 
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MEETING PHYSICAL NEEDS

Strategies you can utilize to make rest time as smooth as possible:
¡ Limit the use of screen time and electronic, particularly before scheduled rest times

¡ Keep bed time as consistent as possible

¡ Schedule rest time after physical play so children are tired and can nap easier

¡ It can be helpful to rest in same spot every day so they know what to expect
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MEETING PHYSICAL NEEDS - CONTINUED

Strategies you can utilize to make rest time as smooth as possible:
¡ Read stories or play calming music to help them transition to sleep

¡ If a child does not want to sleep right away, allow them to quietly read books or 
do other quiet activities to help them calm down

¡ When it’s time to wake up, slowly turn on lights and gently wake them.

Photo via PowerPoint clip art
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MEETING INTELLECTUAL NEEDS

Organizational Strategies
Photo by open clip art vectors / Pixabay CC0

Photo by FeeLoona/ Pixabay CC0
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MEETING EMOTIONAL NEEDS

First, a little humor from Inside Out
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MEETING SOCIAL NEEDS

¡ Social environment and successfully interacting with others is one of the most important 
proximal piece of a child’s success

¡ Teachers and caregivers have a huge impact on children’s ability to build the social skills 

¡ Building appropriate peer relationships begins with the patterns in the child caregiver 
relationship 

¡ Fostering skills in turn taking, contributing to play, giving and receiving help modeling kindness 
and respect
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REACTIONS TO TRANSITIONS BY DEVELOPMENTAL AGE

Infants
¡ May show anxiety and cry more; be more irritable

¡ To cope, they may seek to self-soothe (e.g., sucking thumb)

Toddlers
¡ May be more clingy or withdrawn; sad; sleep problems

¡ To cope, they may seek adult support & find various ways to 
self-soothe (hold familiar toy to blanket from home)

Photo by PublicDomainPictures/ Pixabay CC0
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REACTIONS TO TRANSITIONS BY DEVELOPMENTAL AGE

Preschoolers & early school age children
¡ May be more clingy, show more fear or talk more about fears

¡ To cope, they may use more strategies to manage emotions on their own

Children of any age may show regressive behaviors for few days or 
weeks during/after a transition (e.g., temper tantrums, thumb sucking, 
bedwetting). 
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SCHOOL-TO-SCHOOL TRANSITIONS

What Families Can Do - Before Moving

¡ Talk with their child(ren)

¡ Celebrate with the teachers/peers in the school they are 
leaving

¡ Gather information for new teacher/school

¡ Prepare an education binder

¡ Talk with the new teachers/caregivers
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EDUCATION BINDER

School work samples
¡ Report cards & Standardized test scores

¡ IEP and 504 documentation

¡ Transcripts highlighting different curricula at different schools

¡ Teacher conference notes & Teacher-to-teacher communication

¡ Notes about deployments and homecomings, past and present, especially those that 
impact grades or attendance

¡ List of schools attended

¡ Student’s picture so counselors and teachers can put a face with a name

¡ Notes from the student about what they want their new teacher and peers to know

Photo by OpenClipArt-V
ectors/ Pixabay CC0
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Have you used Education Binders before?

What would you recommend to include?
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SCHOOL-TO-SCHOOL TRANSITIONS

What Families Can Do – After Moving

¡ Talk with child(ren)

¡ Make a plan for the first few days of school

¡ Encourage them to talk about how they are 
feeling

¡ Maintain strong family ties

¡ Build in positive family routines for new school and 
city/house

Photo by ABSOLUTVISION/ Pixabay CC0
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SCHOOL-TO-SCHOOL TRANSITIONS

What Practitioners Can Do
¡ Prepare to serve children from military families

¡ Learn about the Interstate Compact on Educational Opportunity 
for Military Children (Military Compact)

¡ Review school policies to fit within 

the compact

¡ If not covered by the compact, consider

following some of the policies

Photo by skeeze/ Pixabay CC0
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Are you aware of the Interstate Compact on Educational 
Opportunity for Military Children (Military Compact)?

How did it help families in your school/program? 
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SCHOOL-TO-SCHOOL TRANSITIONS

What Practitioners Can Do
¡ Before the Child Moves In

¡ Talk with children & families

¡ Set up conversations where everyone can share feelings

¡ Talk with families about what parts of the transitions might be 
hard and plan for how to make it easier

¡ Plan for the Child’s Arrival in the Classroom

¡ Arrange for the child and family to visit the new classroom

¡ Arrange for a peer buddy to support the child as they move to 
the new classroom
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SCHOOL-TO-SCHOOL TRANSITIONS

What Practitioners Can Do
¡ After the Child Moves In

¡ Plan for emotional support to go beyond the first few weeks

¡ Work with the family over weeks or months

¡ Support caregiver stress

¡ Build family communication and bonding

¡ Programs to connect children with peers in new community

¡ Improving Policies for Multiple Moves

¡ Consider developing processes to ease children moving in and out of the school
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SCHOOL-TO-SCHOOL TRANSITIONS

Supporting Practitioners as They Help Children Transition
¡ Plan for School/Program Supports

¡ Develop Self-care Plan

Photo by kaz/ Pixabay CC0
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DAILY TRANSITIONS

¡ Some children need more structure during transitions from home to school, 
school to home, or within a school day

¡ Visual aids can be used to support those transitions

Photos by speaker, used with permission
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If you have used visual supports with children –
what was most or least helpful?

What else would you like to learn about visual 
supports?
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KEY  TAKEAWAY POINTS

¡ Establish predictable routines and set clear expectations 

¡ Help children learn how to manage and express their emotions 

¡ Have realistic expectations of children based on their 
development and temperament 

¡ Encourage and reinforce children’s effective coping strategies 

¡ Teach children strategies to handle stress and manage their 
actions and behavior 

¡ Model words to describe feelings

¡ Use visual aids to support learning routines and communicating

Photo by AbsolutVision/ Pixabay CC0
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Now, what questions                           
do you have for us ?

THAT’S A WRAP!
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THANK YOU!

Mitzi Ziegner, M.Ed.
Associate Chairperson, Director, GPIDEA Early Childhood 
Online Program
Human Development and Family Studies
Email: mitzi.ziegner@ttu.edu
Phone: (806) 834-4019

Gayle Luze, Ph.D.
Associate Professor, Department Director of 

Undergraduate Education
Human Development and Family Studies

Email: gluze@iastate.edu
Phone: (515) 294-4045
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Explore upcoming events, articles, resources, and more 
https://militaryfamilieslearningnetwork.org

Connect with the MFLN
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https://militaryfamilieslearningnetwork.org/


Upcoming Event –
Family Systems Part 1
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Family Systems Trends and Transitions: What They Mean for Military Families
Tuesday, January 14, 2020 | 11:00 am – 12:30 pm ET

https://militaryfamilieslearningnetwork.org/event/52261

https://militaryfamilieslearningnetwork.org/event/52261/
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Focusing on Co-parenting:  Strengthening Diverse Military Family Systems
Tuesday, January 28, 2020 | 11:00 am – 12:30 pm ET

https://militaryfamilieslearningnetwork.org/event/52264

Upcoming Event –
Family Systems Part 2

https://militaryfamilieslearningnetwork.org/event/52261/


Today’s webinar is valid for 1.0 credit from: 

• UT Austin Steve Hicks School of Social Work 
• National Council on Family Relations for CFLEs
• Early Intervention Training Program (EITP) at the University of 

Illinois.

Go to the event page for details and evaluation/credit link:
https://militaryfamilieslearningnetwork.org/event/52250

Questions? Email Anita Harris at aharris@umn.edu

Evaluation & 
Continuing Education
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